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Opinion
John Lord O'Brian Hall

Clinic Restrllctnr~
PropQsed
.
would combine both tradi- · even with diversification, the
tional -and clinical instruction . . clinic will not depart from its
Last week the Academic .These seminars would be co- current areas of involvement
Policy and · Program Commit taught by regular faculty since these areas will still be
tee (APPC) met ,to discuss a members and clinic personnel. the easiest place to obtain
proposal to restructure the ex Clini'cal experience would clients.
.
Ev~ if, however, ·the emisting clinical education pro replace the required writing of ·
gram. The proposal was sub a seminar paper.
phasis which is currently placmitted ·to APPC by · Professor \ Advanced seminars in"learn- ed on public interest law is
Nils Olsen, acting clinic,direc ing areas" would create a slightly lessened, Professor
tor.
situation where academics__and Marshall Breger pointed out,
The clinic program curreAtly legal practice are combined. "the purposes -.(of the clinic)
has two clinic s1-1pervisors each Thus far, according to Olsen, are training, education and the•
overseeing the work of 15 clinic personnel have been product-ion of first class
stuaents. O!sen said he hopes, overworked and haven't had lawyers. Providing services are
by hiring an additional· super the time to combine new secondary. Services are the
visor, to reduce each clinic developments in the law into vehicle for training."
supervi-sor's load to 10 their clinical programs. ,,
Some students also felt that
students. This, Olsen feels, will
Currently the clinic deals the majority of the new
"improve the quality of stu with areas of education, clinical experience to be of
dent participation" and criminal, and welfare law. The fered -could be acquired ·
student-supervisor interaction. clinic hopes to expand its of- through outside, part-time
by Amy Jo Fricano
There has also been, in the ferings to ·include clinical employment. "Emplo_yers,
past, a lack of interaction be- study in the areas of family, in- however, are not interested in
The last time the senior class
. tween the clinic personnel and ternational, and mental health the student's education," saw David Kochery , he
the regular law school faculty. law, to name a few. Vario4s Olsen said. The clinic is dif- sauntered into the Moot Court
Each have operated "in a members of the- law school ferent from employment. "A · Room and began his lecture in
vacuum," Olsen said. He said faculty have expressed interest practitioner won't train you in his early morning _way . The
--he feels increased contact be in becoq1ing .involved i~ this skills."
class settled in comfortably
tween the different sub-groups joint teaching approach.
, Olsen _feels his proposed . and quietly as always,• ready
of fad1lty at the law school
It is hoped this expansion clinical.program is consistent with coffee, casebooks and
. would be of mutual benefit. In and diversification will elicit with Dean Thomas Headrick's notepads for another journey
sight into legal practice would an increase in outside funding "Buffalo
model."
A through Coach's tales of New
be of benefit to the regular law for the clinical program. These clinical/traditional seminar York Practice.
During the _ break, Coach
school faculty . Bringing clinic funds will, in turn, enable the will be the last course offered
personnel into the mainstream clinic to offer mor-e seniors an in a "sequence~ geared to plunked down in the jury box,
of law school life would opportunity to partake ·in educate the student in a his long arms draped over
benefit the-clinic program and supervised clinical. experience. specialty and at the same time chairbacks, a lanky leg danglthe law school ,as a whole by Presently only a small percen- - introduce him to "the realities ing on the rail. A student lean1
pulling the · law school com tage of the senior class has this of practice."
.
ed over the rail, listening inTh~ Academic Policy -and tently.
munity closer tog~ther, he opportunity.
said .
·
Some fear was expressed by Program Committee, f~eling
"I want you all to have a
Olsen said needed integr.a student members of the APPC that the proposal needed more wonderful vacation," Coach
fion would be provided by the that in the process of expan- work before further discussion, earnestly exclaimed at the end
creation of "learning areas." In sion, the present emphasis on postponed the matter until a of class.
A burst of spontaneous apthese areas an advanced public interest law may fade. It later date.
seminar would be offered 'that was pointed out, however, that
plause erupted, echoing in the
huge room . Every0ne felt the
sincerity of his wish. We loved
him for it, and for much more.
The next time I went to the
Moot Court Room, Dean
whether the absence of the towards the bar. The "safety Headrick was at Coach's mike.
by Edward M. Sinker
safety bar was the proximate bar," therefore, would have The law. school and the legal
On . February 26th, two cause of the tragedy, i.e., had· prevented someone 5 feet 4 in community at large had sufstudents - Michael A. Mc- Centr-al ·Maintenance replaced ches or shorter from falling fered a tragic loss at the death
Clendon and. Marcy B. Ford - -the bar, would the accident through the window, but may of Professor David Kochery.
have made little appreciable The audience was ·deeply movfell to their deaths from an have been prevented.
eight- floor window in building
The bar is set 33½ inches difference to a taller person., In ed, reflecting on· their privilege
fo.ur of Fargo Quad in the from the floor and would be any event, this would be ·a to. have known such a great
Ellicott Complex. The sensa- level with the hip of a_person 5 question of fact for the jury to and compassionate man.
Dean Headrick's comments
tionalism is over, but the feet 4 inches tall and the mid- ._ resolve.
Two plausible defendants about his friendship with Properplexing legal implications thigh of a: person 6 feet 4 in
remain.
.
·
ches tall : Since the bulk of a would be SUNY Central fessor Kochery brought smiles
In assessing the legal human's weight is concen Maintenance, whose duty it from all. We pictured Coach
posture_ of• this incident, the .-trated in that portion of the . was to reph1ce the missing bar whacking a golf ball imassumption is made~that the body above the thigh area, a and the Ellicott Comlex ar pre}sively from the tee only to
three inch thick round wooden safety t;,ar which is level with chitects, who had a duty to end up taking three putts from
"safety bar'! usually~ured in or lower than the thigh area · construct buildings free from twelve feet. We ·were willing to
front of the.window was, at the would seem to serve little design defects. Assuming that wager he had a very polished
time immediately preceding useful purpose in preventing a the bar would t)ave made no poker-face, as he quietly relievthe tragedy, missing.
body from striking the window. difference on the morning of ed his opponents of their cash.
On the contrary, a bar that February 26, SUNY would After all, he was not one to
The controversial missing
safety bar is set 6½ inches meets a human body naturally argue that its failure underestimate the otjds.
David Kochery , gave his
away frQm the wilidow and its somewhere along the thigh to immediately replace the "in
59 inch length spans the entire area would, serve to propel a effective" bar was not the prox students his deepest respeft. It
width ,of the window. The. ma- body against the glass when imate cause of the accident. was impossible to ask him a sil-continued on page four ly question. He guided us
jor question revolves around that body is moving with force
by Bob Siegel

Jn Btttitnr,tam

David. Kochery

Analysis

Tr-agedy's L-e gallssues Unresolved

• r

through the most difficult concepts with ease, bringing us in~ependent self-confidence and _
a sense of achievement. When
the darkest door loomed
ahead, he nudged us through
it, spinning out his straightfor
ward message in a familiar
rhythm .
David Kochery inspired us
to emulate his directness and
fai; mindedness. When he
taught us a rule of law, he gave
us a rare gift. He would pause
to examine not only the policy
served by,,. the rule, but also
how the rule· affected the
human beings involved.
David Kochery's vast accomplishments were never
revealed by his unassuming
manner. He instructed the New
York State Trial Judges at their
annual seminars for sixteen
years . He was a member of the
National · Academy of Ar
bitrators.
He served as a staff member
for the Program to Train New
Arbitrators, and lectured wide
ly ·to various groups on Civil
Procedure and Labor Law. He
was a Permanent Arbitrator for
the Cqnstruction Industry and
seven basic trade unions.
In the past several years Pro
· fessor Kochery served on the
Faculty-Student Relations
Board, the Promotion and
Tenure Committee, and the
Academic Planning and Policy
Committee.
We know that he will long
be remember:ed and revered as
a scholar and a lawyer, But
· most of all, I think we loved
him for his unpretentious
presence, and the impeccable
standards by which he lived.
In years to, come, all of us
will have occasion to reflect
on his uncanny ability to
resolve crises, and bring peopie together. I trust we will sur
mount those challengesa good
deal better, because he was
our Coach.

/
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Editorial

Help Wanted
Our reign as editorial board of Opinion shall soon come to a
close. One more edition after this and we go to pasture. A new
editorial, of which you can be a part,- will take control.
Elections will ~e held o,:i Thursday, April 10 at _3:30 p.m.
While all law students can run, and all editorial positions are
open, only the Opinion staff has the privilege of voting.
Our constitution doe_s not specify the size of the editorial
board. This is an annual decision made immediately prior to the
election.
The editorial positions presently in existence are editor-in
chief, managing, news, feature and photo editors, and business
manager.
The photo editor is respo1Jsi.ble for knowing the stories assign
ed, deciding on the needed pictures, and either shooting them
or assigning someone else this responsibility.
The business manager's function is to keep the bookkeeping
accurate and up-to-date. Vouchers have to be signed and
. checks have to be written . The business manager is also in
charge of soliciting ·advertising revenue. This money acts to
supplement funds received from the SBA.
The news, feature, managing editors and editor-in-chief this
year worked as a cooperative . All edited articles,
proofread set copy, and wrote headlines. At one time or
another, everyone wrote something which was printed .
Each ~ditor has the additional responsibility of assigning ar
ticles to people . The job requires an understanding of human
character. You must know who does what well , on whom you
can rely, and for how much!
The editor-in-chief is in charge of the whole opeq1tion. A
newspaper has to come out every other Thursday and there's
nowhere left to "pass the buck ."
We currently have an editorial board meeting once a week .
At this meeting we discuss the article possibilities lined up and
decide our editorial poky. All six members of the board have
an equal say in the paper's editorial policy. Whoever is best
able to sum up_the board's feelings on the issue in question
writes the editorial.
To become an editor, you have to be elected by the current
Opinion staff. Prior experience is not required; dedication and
committment are. At times a considerable amount of work is re
quired.
A newspaper. must come out. If the law school community
opts not to contribute, the board has to work a little harder.
This is manageable if the additional workload is divided six
ways If board members, however, decide not to pull their
weight they become a burden to the other people involved.
The above is not meant to scare aw.ay anyone considering
participation. The work is not half as time-consuming as you
may think. Responsibility and dedication must, to some degree,
exist. So QO deadlines!
Opinion is a worthwhile organization in which to be involved.
Where else in law school do you get to see the fruits of your
labor on a bi-monthly basis.
Opinion is the lone student mouthpiece of our law' school. It.
· has unlimited potentiiil and is cap~ble of being anything you
want it to be. You alone can point ·,t in the right direction. Its
limits are your own .

Page two

Opinion

April 2-7, 1980

Last issue included coverage
of the faculty meeting at
which it was decided to restrict
the Desmond con:ipetition to
second year students. The
following is the major portion
of a letter I wrote in response
to a first year student's con
cer~ .. regarding the library's
support of this decision. I offer
it for publication because it ex
plains the library's position as
well as its goals:
For five consecutive years I
have witnessed and supported
the Desmond Competition.
Unlike my friend and col
league, Mr. Katz, I feel strong
ly that it has real merit as a
learning experience. Without
having done a formal study, I
would place it as the most ef
fective teacher of legal
research in all · three years of
law s-chool. I maintain,
however, fall semester first
year is not the appropriate
time for such endeavors .
Unable to judge its reflection
on reality, I still feel the ex
perience of stan'ning at a
podium and presentin'g an
argument before a "judge" is
very necessary and rewarding.
· The Desmond competition
has always meant a very busy
time for the library. Because
we see it as a valuable chance
for students to learn their way
around the library, we have all
supported the competitors ·as
much as possible. We have_
witnessed their confusion a,td
the pressures they inherit. We
have ·always hoped to be e'ffec
tive in relieving some of the
confusion and the pressure.

But, we have remained
frustrated with the number of
people we do ·not reach who
flounder and/or learn poor
research techniques.
Serving as coordinator of
the Research and Writing program this year gave me the
chance to further the library's
goal of helping law students
learn the specialized materials
of their profession. The effect
has been that the library has
foufid the Research and
Writing program to be a rriore
viable and thorough means of
achieving its primary goal than
the serendipitous nature of our
role in the Desmond competition.
.....
With the.introduction of the
two semester Research and
Writing program, and more
direct library involvement/ in
that program, has come a conflict with the Desmond. As Mr.
Berger stated, the law· faculty
have decided on a mode and
sequence . for first year
students, i.e., a writing element
in the fall and research and
oral argument in the spring.
The libs;ary supports this· se-quence chosen by the faculty.
It is rational and, despite some
growing pains, effective. It provides a functional and timely
structure.
The writing element is an important addition to · the first
year program. The pressures ·of
the Desmond, and I feel that
they affect more than the 9%
who actually compete, detract
front the success .of this new
element.
1· also feel that the initial-ex~ ·
perience at brief ·writing and
oral argument belongs in the

Research and Writing program.
I think that the Moot Court
Board stands to benefit in the
long run by having better
qualified competitors . in· their
second year who have had
their initial experience in
Research and Writing. I expect
the Research and Writing pro
gram to develop a more
serious oral argumerit segment
as a result of the faculty's re
cent decision.
·
My comment regardingJ he
Desmond and an overworked
reference staff requires
elaboration. By virtue of our
number, we are ·not able:_ to
give the necessary- individual
attention to novice first year
students . Repeated mini
courses on legal research from
ground zero are very time con- ·
suming and subject to interrup
tions. Rather than the flit - or
miss situation of reference
assistance during the Oesmond
which Jeaves many students
neglected or only partially
assiste~. our energies can have
more far reaching and uniform
effect if geared toward improv
ing the Research and Writing
program . Giving , first , year
students
an
improved
background through the pro
scribed sequence of the
Research and Writing program
leads to bette"qualified se
cond year competitors.
That you vie~uch .a move
ment as "smug, s~lf righteous
paternalism,"
is
your
prerogative. However, I do feel
it is short-sighted. I view it as
an attempt to further the mission of the school.
Karen Spencer ·

President's Corner

New President Predicts Many-Changes
..

~1.ftt

V'.

by ·Melanie Pierson
Hello and wek:ome to my
nightmare (. . . just a little
joke). You're probably asking
yourself if a new SBA ad
ministration will make any dif
ference in the general course
of affairs around here. Ob
viously, it's too early to say,
but if I am an effective presi
dent, changes will occur.
The first problem I want to
address is the chronic budget
surplus of the SBA: Student ac
tivity fees should be spent dur
ing fhe academic year that the
fees were imposed. If there are
not · enough uses for this
money, student ,activity fees
should be lowered. I have. ap
pointed a special committee to
address these issue!l.; Some of
the propogals · that will be in
vestigated will be to use the
mo·ney to establish a short-

term emergency loan program (Moot Court, La~eview, BLP)
for students at low interest and to restructure the clinical
rates, initial purchase of Nut program look like a clear vote
shells and Gilberts so SBA can of no confidence from the
sell tham at cost to law faculty.
This, "crisis ·of confidence"
students and the funding of
summer research proposals. works both ways. , Faculty
Any suggestions you might members, losing enthusiasm,
have are welcome. Stop by the aren't putting out the efforts
SBA office or leave a note.
they could be. This is a massive
A second issue to be ad oversimplification of the situa
dressed is commencement tion. There are students, facul
preparation. There is a lot of ty and administrators who are
hassling over this year's com putting many hours ancf energy
mencement program. I think into improving the atmosphere
that a part of the problem was here in O'Brian. But overall,
the committee didn't have the scene is not good.
enough time to get their act
I am going to propose that
together. To remedy this, I the SBA sponsor a coffee hour
have appointed a special com from 9 to 10 am every Wednes
mittee to. start planning for day morning for students,
next year's commencement faculty, staff and ad
I
now.
ministrators to get together
But the greatest prQblem we and talk. This is based on the
have right now is the idealistic ' premise that most
breakdown of the relationship human difficulties can be
between the student body and resolved through better com
the faculty and administration. munication. I want to start
In conversation with faculty some discussion of this prp
and administrators, a common blem. If there is enough in
theme is· the failure of student terest on the part of
involv
·repres~ntatives to live up to ed, some open forums will be
their responsibilities. (This held to talk abo~t this crisis of
failure was also noted by Opi confidence. -But if the interest
nion, m their last editorial.) isn't there, if apathy reigns
The r~cent proposals of the supreme, then there was no
faculty fo disallow credit for · point of my even writing this
student ru_n organizations article, was there?

all

;
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Atles~n··Mem~ Reprint,ed Upon Request
the "I· have no knowledge of indude such activity, although
cheating" portion of most law review and moot court .
Having read the recent arti- codes.
membership may have
cle on credit for p_articipation
Although I certainly do not monetary effects later.
in studept organizations. ii- wish to foreclose student views
Again, lack of credit is not
luminated by, a picture of some and sensibilities, the examina- unknown in the law school
hirsute fellow bear'ing my tion process is our evaluation world. Cred it often adds a
name, I urge you to have tile procedure, and it should not "game" and anxiety factor
grace to. reprint my original, (nay, cannot) be· designed for · which is not valuable. I would
brief memo in full (,as well as the worst conceivable student not think, although I am open
thi~ note). The point should be behavior. I think our students to persuasion, that any
obvious - neither the thrust would behjive • well the organization would be unduly
• nor tone of my memo is consis- system, after all, is .old hat in. hampered by the lack of
tent with the phrases the . many schools. Finally, as credit. The BLP, for instance,
author chose to include. In future lawyers, student objec- was the br,ainchild of Jim
short, I .have more· faith in the tions to "fink".behavior strikes Clute, designed to lie outside
intelli~ence of your readers .
me a~ hollow.
of the academic program. Yet,
Second, it may be tir,e to later, one hour credit was
James B. Atleson reconsider Bob Gordon's study given. The Consumer program
some years ago suggesting that was designed to provide useful
. TO:
Academic Stan- ·
credit be continued for certain experience for students, yet
dards Committee
student activities . Our credit was, for various reasons,
evidence, as you know, is that seen as critical to the program.
FROM :
Jim Atleson
credit often is the tail that In other programs, the amount
wags the dog, at least in cer- of work required for credit has
RE :
Two Troubling Pro- tain organizations. Moreover, varied. In all, the granting of
posals
ir:itense pressure is placed on credit seems more intrusive
·
the heads of these organiza- than valuable.
I hesitate to foist these items tions as part of their evaluative ' I real.i-ze, finally, thafit may
1,1pon the Committee,___ but I role, a role which is basically be bad form to raise such pro
think it is time to act on one a-cad em i c.
Indeed,
the posals as I depart for a sab
and at least consider the other. availability of credit may batical leave. But the two
This will not be a fully hinder academic interests. For events are not related. As a·
documented memo, but I think instance, law review m~mbers long supporter of . the in
the issues are· fairly clear.
cannot ·currently work on a dependence of student
First, it is time to do away project for a seminar which is organizations and the recogni
with proctored examinations . also related to their review tion of student integrity, I
think both proposals need conBill Greinef:__.and I have raised work .
this many , times. Apart from
Numerous students and sideration .
the expense and logistical pro other a'rganizations perform
blems, not to mentio11 the te.rri-. work .\Yhich _is ., of aca,demic JBA/jr
ble burden on our staff, it is value without receiving - or cc: Breger ,
Kon.efsky ,
simply silly to use proctors for even asking for - credit, e.g.,
Schlegel ,
McCarty ,
adults. In the p,ast, the faculty Ma! hew Mt:l~ed' ~.fin~: e_ff?rt$
Hyman, Joyce, Spa_nogle,
has been willing to adopt an on the Community Law School.
,Hea<_js .' 0 ~ la:w Review,
honor code, but students were Some of this activity is com
Moot Court, BLP, and Con- ,
reluctant - especiaUy , as· .to. pensated, and I do not mean to
s4m_e r. Dispute,s Progra~ .

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
-Third Year Law Students-

Friday, March 28: 9 a.m.~2 p.m.
Monday, March 30: 10:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
-Tuesday, April 1: 8:30 a.m.-4:3O p.m.
(No Appointment Necessary)

JURY ROOM
$2 Sitting Fee
(deductible from portrait orders)

and
$2 for your copy of the Class Composite .

Hid~en Value Offered
In Duty-Free Liquor
by Edward M. Sinker

--

consume in a 24-hour period
the amount of duty-free liquor
" If you want liquor cheap, purchased . (WARNING : If you
go to Canada! " That's the word should state that you wj _l.l be
·trom the Ammex Tax and Duty staying longer than 24 hours, a
Free Shop located at 173 search for luggage evidencing
Porter Avenue near the Peace an extended visit may ensue.)
Bridge.
Should customs refuse to ac, ·
Susan Pignataro, an Ammex cept your " tale, " an event
clerk, helped clear up mu f h of which Ammex tells us rarely
the mystery in obtaining dutya happens, he will send you back
free liquor.
to the green trailer (DO NOT
Americans must be leaving PASS GO, DO NOT COLLECT
the ·U.S. to st~y in_C:al')ada ' for . $200) to return some or all of
at least 24 continuous hours. the liquor. You should next go
Cana'dians returning from the to the Ammex store on Porter
U.S. must have been in Avenue fo{._ a full refund on Ii
America for at least 48 con- quor already returned to the
tinuous hours.
,
trailer.
Should you decide to return
Each adult"is e(ltitled to one
40 ounce bottle of liquor per to the U~S. at any time with t~e
trip per month.
duty-free liquor, you are legalThose are the rules. Now ex-. ly required to report the quan
actly how does ·one go about -tity of liquor remaining to the
Opinion apologizes to the following letter writers whose comments were not published when
obtaining 40 ounces of his or U.S. custom s official and he
submitted due to space limitations.
·
her favorite distill"ed alcoholic will •assess, at 9 cents per
beverage?
ourice, the tax and duty due • ~
Proceed to the duty-free Uncle Sam (i.e., to preclude un
store at 173 Porter Avenue and just enrichment on your part).
An important aspect of ·our
To the Editor:
classes. We were all first year
place . your liquor order with Customarily, no duty or tax is
students and I recall similar legal education is to learn
the congenial clerks. The clerk imposea on bottles less than
I have a few observations on events from our· class . The first respect for each other and the
w ill take your money and issue half full.
Karen SpenGer~ article about year, however, is when we are library. Apparently this lesson
you a slip bearing your license
The savings on liquor is
the library's problems with first first exposed to the law library is not being appreciated. My
plate number.
·
quite substantial. Large 40
year students d.estroying and many have not left behind suggest ion is, and has been
Proceed to the Peace Bridge ounce bottles, not available in
library resources. First, the pro- immature habits. The most since I was a first year student,
(pay toll S.35). On the middle the U.S., of name-brand liquors
that
all
first
year
students
be
blem is obviously not limited severe danger is the prospect
of the bridge, midway between sell for $3 to $8 below retail in
to this first year class. Of- that these habits will never be required to spend an allotted
the U.S. and Canada, stop at the U.S. Duty-free calculators,
time
in
the
library
shelving
~fenders come from all the forgotten .
the green trailer marked tobaccos, pens etc . are also
books. Even more effective
'!Duty-Free Pick-Up" and hand available at the store as gift
would be ' to require shelf
the clerk your slip in exchange · items. Pignataro said duty-free
reading (making sure the books
for your ordered beverage. You liquor is legally available only
are in order). This ought to be a
will keep a gold copy of the for personal consumption
mandatory element of our
slip as customs evidence of while in Canada.
ty. The program was a great legal education ,an~ there your intent to export for perTo the Editor:
While in Canada, why ·n ot
success, due in large part to his should be no need for compen
sonal consumption.
stop at the beer store a few
this
program
sation.
Hopefully
The Student Bar Association contri bution of time and ef
_ A U.S. Customs official, paid blocks up .the road and buy
has , voted · unanimously to ex fort. We thank him very much m i.ght foster a better from Ammex monies, is re- some Canadian beer? Molson's
of.the
problem~
understanding
press its gratitude for and ap for his participation in the pro
quired by Jaw to be present in Brador is a popular malt liquor
the library has.
preciation of J he exceilent gram.
the green trailer during due to its unusually high 6.2
work Ward Oliver performed
business hours. His duty is to percent alcohol content. Com
Dorie Benesh
in putting together the panel
certify that merchandise has parable U.S. beers, by law, can
David F. Abbott
President, SBA
discussion on the D~ath Penalbeen exported by individual not exceed 4 percent alcohol
pur'chasers (i.e., as compared content. A case of Brador sells
to wholesalers). He usually will for less than $10 (includes a 5
not hassle customers.
cent deposit on each of the 12
Proceed to Canadian ounce bottles) and may prove
Who Really·ICJlled JFK?
customs. Legally, you are re- to be the wisest weekend in
' Lecture by
quired to show the gold slip to vestment.
the customs official . He will
While driving in Canada
Edward M. Sinker
determine, at his discretion, (hie!), you will note " Thank
Informal Staff Consultant
whether (a) he believes you will you, Canada" signs along the
to House Select Committee· on Assasination
really be staying in Canada for Niagara River . . . an - ap- ,
at least 24 hours or (if Cana- propriate toast to remember as
147 Diefe~dorf
dian) have been in the U.S. for you settle down for tl:ie night
at least 48 hours and (b) he with your Canadian brew and
8:00 p.m..
thinks it humanly possible for · your 40 ounces of duty-free Ii
March 27
you and/or your passengers to quor. Cheers! ·

Cure For Library Vandalism Sugl{es.t,ed

SBA Thanks_Ward ()liver
For-Death Pe11:alty Panel

The Assaslnatlon of a President •
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Legal Implication~ Perplexing
-continued from page one
The architect would pro
bably counter with the argu
ment that the effectiveness of
the bar is irrelevant given the
fact that it would have been
missing, due to SUNY's
negligence in failing to replace
it, the morning of February 26.
The architect will attempt to
assert SUNY's failure · ·to
re.place as 'a superseding
cause, but such attempt
should rightfully fail .
A superseding cause is an in
tervening cause which is so
substantially responsible for
th~ ultimate injury that it acts
to cut off the liability of
preceding factors regardless of
whether their prior negligence
was or was not a substantial
factor in bringing about the in
jury. SUNY, acting alone, did
not have the power to effec
tively remedy the problem . by
acting in a reasonably prudent

Love ... Future Tense
In the midst of a world yet unexplored, I wait for you
Pioneering strange seas of faces in search of a clue.

fashion, i.e., by immediately
replacing the bar. Failing to
replace an ineffective safety
bar would be no superseaing
cause. The proximate cause of
the tragedy may lie in the fact
that due to a design defect the
safety bar might have been set
_too low to be effective. ·
Applying Learned Hand'.s
reasonability of risk formula: if
probability of injury times loss
is greater than burden of
prevention (P x L'>B), the risk is
reasonable and if not foreseen
is evidence 'o f negligence.
Substituting our variables, we
have P equals low, L equals
great. B equals low and, hence,
evidence of the architect's
negligence. The burden of
prevention would entail
elevating the bar 2 to 4 inches
to an effective safety level. ·
However, SUNY is not off
the hook, for a reasonable in
spection upon obtaining the

newly completed ' complex
may have disclosed this
unreasonable risk. SUNY
I know you exist ,:_ that you're out there somewhere
would have had a duty to have
Hoping Someone will soon hear our prayer:
the architect remedy this ob
vious design defect. This is a
Hasten to me - please don 't be long.
question of fact which must be
Until that time - I'll try to be strong.
resolved . No doubt, New
York's comparative negligence
I know I love you and that I always will.
law will serve to ap.portion
This emptiness I sense only you can fill.
damages according to com
parative fault.
Has your shadow alrea<ty crossed my door?
Applying the Learned Hand
Or
have you a face I've never seen before?
formula cited above provides a
whole array of grounds for
More than once I thought you were she,
holding the architect liable:
Until
your voice I heard beckon to me:
failure to install unbreakable
glass or unremovable "student
"Hold on, my love, she is not the one.
proof" safety bars to name on
And shed no tears, for life's just begun.
ly two. ,
How could you find what you're looking for
Assuming th~ ineffective
By staying with her and searching no more?
safety bar actually enhanced
Is
convenience enough to give up the quest
the risk of injury by being so
For a lifetime of doubts if this love's the best?
low as to actually serve to pro
The answer lies in the very question you pose pel one against the window
No need to compare, when true love one knows!"
when moving forcefully
towards the bar, SUNY Central
So show me The Sign - that special glow in your eyes,
Maintenance, in failing to
Record Rack
Then I will know . .. and will realize
replace the safety bar, in
That on a· foreign shore near an uncharted sea
advertently made the window
Once
sat a young lady who had waited for me.
safer. Now try telling that to
by Mike Rosenthal
closest side one gets to a , the families of the deceased.
quasi N. Rem ('81)
ballad but it is of a faster
nature than the ballads for
Glass Houses - Billy Joel
One of the most talented which Joel is known. It is a very
.songsmiths of the late seven engaging melody and is per
ties steps into the eighties formed exquisitely. It also
without any trouble what works as a pleasant change of
· by Joe Peperone
the owners as · corporate ultimate profit by the owners,
soever. He has for a long time pace from the two rockers on
barons, taking advantage of and the .ultimate salary by the
taken over the crown once either side of it.
Times have changed since I young kids green behind the players is taking away from
"It's Still Rock 'N' Roll To
held by Elton John and Paul
McCartney as the most able Me" while a lot of fun also was a lad. I remember when ears, and raking in huge profits whatever
beauty
or
craftsman in terms of writing serves to express Joel's opi Willie Mays, Hank Aarori;- and which come from record atten psychological satisfaction
and performing ~orthy pop nions of new wave, rock critics, Harmon Killebrew - being the dance and lucrative television sports possesses for ·an -in
songs.
and teenage magazines. His "best" baseb_all players active contracts.
dividual.
And unlike too many artists, points are all well taken.
at the time - received the
Personally, though, I don't
The fans;- of the .Oakland
Barry Manilow most. notably,
The last cut on this side is best salaries, · approximately give a damn. It's getting Raiders, I suppose, truly "love"
Joel has been able to construct arguably one of Joel '. s best $100,000 a year. One hundred depressing to pick up the their team . They have sold out
his immediately recognizable cuts ever. " All For Leyna" is thousand dollars for one sports page after a hard day at the Oakland Stadium for the
music without sounding the one melodic hook twisted, se~son of baseball was seen as school and read about law last f ifteen years. But since
same all .the time. Every one of turned and played with and a mark of success. · given to a again. Just this week I've had Oakland owner Al Davis has
Joel's albums has a somewhat certainly not played out. The future hall-of-tamer.
to read about baseball negotia been offered a "sweeter" deal
In 1980, however, things are tions, the City of Oakland fil from ·the city of Los An~eles
different . style and sound piano playing is reminiscent of
about it; yet each and every Joel's classic "Angry Young a little different. If you can hit ing an eminent domain suit (after their team was offere<f a
one of them" has that un Man." It carries the song in a .230 and· play every other against the-Oakland Raiders to sweeter deal tram the city of
mistakable Billy Joel imprint.
strong, forceful manner and is game, you too can make prevent them from becoming Aneheim, and moved there), he
Glass Houses is no exception sure to become a classic in its $100,000 per year, and if you the Los Angeles Raiders and up and moved the team to
can win fifteen games a year as NCAA allegations .· of forged L.A., leaving Oakland fans to
to this either. The sound is own right.
somewhat rougher, rawer and
" I Don't Want To Be Alone" a pitcher, and only lose · four ath~etic transcripts and watch San Fraticisco games on
more rocking. It seems to have and " Close To The Borderline" teen, you can actually rake in recruiting violations.
television.
a strong new wave influence on side t\Vo are both very one million dollars a year.
· The end result of all these
The San Diego Clippers of
but it isn't new wave and it engaging, playfu/ly teasing
This.. is not a discussion legal battles is the realization the NBA used to be the Buffalo
isn't imitative.
rockers, while "C'etait Toi (You a·bout alternative careers, · by the fans that sports, which Braves, who made the playoffs
The first single and first cut Were The One)" and "Through however. In a few short weeks, was once an escape and an en three years in a row and were
is "You May Be Right." While it The Long Night" are very pret the 1980 baseball season will joyable relaxation, is just a big among the top three teams in
is far from the strongest cut on ty ballads. "Through The Long officially begin, arid then again business, with one objective attendance in the league. Their
·
the album it does indicate the Night," the album closer, is the it might not. The Players to make money.
owner found out that he could
direction that th'e majority of closest the album comes to a Association and th~ major
And guess from whom the trade his best player, ·not for
this album will follow. He is true ballad in the league of league owners are now engag money will be made? Us - the another quality player, but for
ed in bitter contract negotia little people who dish out the a mediocre one and two
talking tough and his band is Joel's ballad classics.
tight and strong.
However, the gem on side tions, which, if not resolved money to watch a game, only million dollars. He took the
"Sometimes A Fantasy," the two is without doubt the ir soon, may lead to a player to realize that the player we moneyand sold ·the team .
payed to see is sitting out the
following cut, is an amusing resistable rocker "Sleeping strike, as oecurred in 1972.
As attendance plummeted,
song about an obscene phone With The Television On." With
The fans, though, have an game because he wants his · the owner threatened to move
call. The chorus, full of one in a melody that continues play important role to play in this contract renegotiated or has the team. Buffalo fans were
credible hook, is irrepressibly ing in yow mind long after the game. Both sides are counting demanded tc;> be tr.aded. able to keep the team iif' Buf
catchy and begs to be sung song is over, it is an excellent on the fans' sympathy, to use Despite who "wins" the cur falo for that year, but by the
along.
.
·
as a bargaining point with the rent baseball contract talks, next, the team had beci:>me·so
choice for a future single.
1
The next three songs on side
Joel has not disappointed other side. The owners hope the fans will pay in •the end, bad nobody really cared.
one are three of the four and has continued his outstan they can successfully ,paint the through higher ticket prices or
The owner "swapped" the
strongest cuts on the album. ding record of making perfect players as greedy children, by losir;g interest in the cons Braves for ownership in the
holding out fD.r hundreds of tant squabbling · which sur Boston franchise, which he
"Don't Ask Me Why" is the albums.
thousands of dollars a year rounds "big-time ·sp6rts."
said he "always wanted .fo
I
while
inflation
eats
away
at
the
don't
mean
to
bitch
and
own,"
and the new Qwner mov
First Annual
average fan's paycheck . The complain, but it seems as . ed the Buffalo team to San
LAW SCHOOL SPRING RUN
,players hope they can portray . though the quest for the Diego because he liked the·
weather. So it goes.
Postponed until Friday, April 11
I suppose these are t'he
BLP
OPEN
HOUSE
-This will give aU participants
ramblings of a disillusioned
more time to get into shape!
man, searching for heros in the
age of ,Ronald Re;Jgan, but I
Distance: Approx. 3 miles
.
Wednesday, April .__2, 1980 - Room 724
can't help it. I just w.ish Willie
and
finish
in
front
of
O'Brian
Location: Start
was playing again. ·
9:00 ,- 5:00
'

Billy Joel Has New Hit
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Ramblings OfA Disillusioned Man
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